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PREAMBLE
Subject and Purpose of Report
This report concerns Belgrove, a farm homestead currently used for residential purposes and its
setting, located at 52 Kippenberger Avenue, Rangiora in Canterbury. The original section of the
building dates from 1880, although it has undergone several modifications since then.
The homestead is currently surrounded by farmland and is set back approximately 200 from
Kippenberger Avenue. Access to the site is via a metalled driveway from Kippenberger Avenue.
The town of Rangiora is located to the southwest of Belgrove and this is surrounded by previous
residential developments.
The Waimakariri District Council has notified its proposed Waimakariri District Plan (PWDP) and
the farmland around Bellgrove has been identified for future urban development and is proposed
to be subdivided for residential housing. In anticipation of this change, the area surrounding
Belgrove has recently been purchased for a proposed residential development.
While no changes are proposed to the farmhouse itself, the proposed subdivision will alter the
setting which will have some impact on its heritage values and its surrounds.
This report is in the form of a Heritage Assessment and Impact Statement. It includes a brief
account of the history of the area and a description of the building and its specific heritage values.
The report then provides a description of the proposed works and assesses its impacts on the
heritage values of Belgrove and its setting. It concludes with a summary of recommended
measures to mitigate some of the impacts identified.
Legal Description
The land on which the building currently stands is described as Pt RS 267 (held within Record of
Title CB8B/1429).
Heritage Protection
District Plan
Belgrove, at 52 Kippenberger Avenue in Rangiora, is included within both the operative
Waimakariri District Plan (WDP) and proposed Waimakariri District Plan (PWDP) Schedule of
Significant Historic Heritage as a Category II Building. In the PWDP, the homestead has an
associated Heritage Area overlay associated with the homestead setting.
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT)
The homestead at 52 Kippenberger Avenue is listed with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
(#1821).
The building is believed to have been constructed in 1880 and the site is considered to be an
archaeological site, being associated with human activity prior to the year 1900. I understand a
separate archaeological assessment is underway.
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Commission and Authorship
DPA Architects has been commissioned by Chris Fowler of Adderley Head Environmental Law
Specialists on behalf of Bellgrove Rangiora Limited to prepare the following Heritage Assessment
and Impact Statement for Belgrove in Rangiora. This report was written by Dave Pearson,
principal of DPA Architects, and Emily Cayford of DPA Architects: heritage and conservation
architects of Devonport, Auckland.
The proposed subdivision is illustrated in a set of drawings prepared by the Aurecon seen in
Appendix A and landscape drawings prepared by Rough & Milne Landscape Architects seen in
Appendix B.
Information Sources
Research for the Historical Account was predominantly derived from the Waimakariri District Plan:
Chapter 9 – Heritage. This was supplemented with additional research carried out by DPA
Architects.
A full bibliography can be found at the conclusion of the report. The sources of all photographs
and other images are as noted.
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HISTORICAL ACCOUNT
Rangiora1
Rangiora was first established in 1852 as a sawmilling town to produce timber for building and
fuel. The area would soon become the administrative and commercial centre for the surrounding
farms and orchards.
The township of Rangiora was built alongside an 18,000-acre swamp which was drained in 1860
under the direction of Arthur Dudley Dobson to enable roads to be constructed to connect the
area to Christchurch City. The draining of the swamp land resulted in the formed the Eyre and
Cust Rivers. Rangiora became an official borough in 1878.
Rangiora has a small population but is popular as a commuter township due to its proximity to
Christchurch.

Looking east down High Street, circa 1930s. Source: Christchurch City Libraries.

Belgrove
In the early 1850s a Welshman named George Hanmer received a Crown Grant for the land today
known as 52 Kippenberger Avenue. He opened an accommodation house, named Ashley Arms
in 1854. Hanmer lost the licence in 1855 but continued farming the property before he sold it to
his brother Humphrey Hanmer in 1874.
The brother sold the land once again only four years later to a Mr. Frederick Busch, who lived in
the existing property with his family until September 1880 when the dwelling burnt to the ground.
Busch went on to construct the original portion of the building now known as Belgrove later that
same year.
The dwelling was extended in 1911 after it was purchased by Mr. William Scoon. Scoon resided
at the property for a further five years where he bred livestock on the surrounding land. In the
‘History’ accessed October 2021 via rangiora.co.nz
CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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following years the property changed hands several times before coming into the ownership of
the Inch family in 1920. The building has since been known affectionately as ‘The Dolls House’
or ‘The Gingerbread House’.
Since construction the building has been used as a residential dwelling, with the surrounding lands
functioning as farmland.
The table below displays a brief chronology of the previous owners of the land at 52 Kippenberger
Avenue.
Date
1860

Owner
George Hanmer receives a Crown Grant for the land on which Belgrove
stands today.

1874

George Hanmer sells the land to his brother Humphrey Hanmer.

1878

Humphrey Hanmer sells the land to Frederick Busch.

1880

Busch constructs ‘Belgrove’.

1906

Frederick Busch sells the property to W. Cunningham.

1911

W. Cunningham sells the property to William Scoon.

1916

William Scoon sells the property to E.F. Philpotts.

1917

E.F. Philpotts sells the property to E.J. Crooksley.

1920

E.J. Crooksley sells the property to the Inch family.

Drawing of Belgrove. Source: Hendry J. Mair A. J., ‘Homes of the Pioneers’ Christchurch Caxton Press. 1969.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PLACE
Site and Context
The property known as Belgrove is located to the east of the town of Rangiora on the northern
side of Kippenberger Avenue, a main road leading into the town.
The Belgrove farmhouse sits on a substantial plot of land comprising approximately 40.5Ha as
seen in the aerial photograph on page 22. Its principal façade (the southern elevation) faces
Kippenberger Avenue from which it is set back a distance of approximately 200 metres. To the
north of the farmhouse is a group of utilitarian farm buildings.
The site is generally flat and features a collection of mature trees and other plantings that surround
the farmhouse and line the Cam/Ruataniwha River which runs along the northern side of the
house. The trees have been identified by an arborist, with those of particular interest being a
substantial Redwood, a Weeping Elm and a Totara. The Redwood in particular is visible from a
distance and is a local landmark. It could possibly have been planted around the same time as
the house was constructed. Other trees in the vicinity of the house include several large Elm
trees, various native trees and a group of Walnut trees. None of the trees (including the Redwood)
is individually protected by either the WDP or PWDP.

Drawing showing existing trees. The Redwood is the large tree towards the bottom left-hand corner.

Located away from the Rangiora town centre, many of the surrounding sections are generous in
size with a golf course located to the north and farming properties towards the east. However, to
the south the land has recently been developed for residential use.
Physical Description of Belgrove
Belgrove is a two-storey homestead with a near rectangular footprint. The roof of the southern
portion of the building comprises a series gabled roof forms, while the northern portion features a
steep gabled roof hipped at the northern edge.
The principal façade of the building is the southern elevation. It is largely symmetrical although
this is disrupted by a porch on the eastern face and a lean-to to the west. This elevation consists
CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
DPA Architects Ltd
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of two mirrored gables flanking a narrower recessed central section containing the front entrance
and a balcony above at first floor level. The front entrance is sheltered by a small porch with a
concave roof and decorated with cast iron lacework. The balcony above has a railing comprising
a series of turned balusters and topped by a moulded handrail.
The gabled sections on either side mirror each other and the feature bay windows at ground floor
level and hooded sash windows at the upper level. The three gables all feature decorative barge
boards and timber finials. The centred gable is proportionately narrower than the two outer gables.
The eastern and western elevations are similarly less decorative than the front façade, although
both also feature ornamented gables and sash windows. The ground floor of the western
elevation is largely dominated by a lean too structure which is probably an addition. At ground
floor level on the eastern elevation is an open porch with glazed ends and a bullnose shaped roof.
The porch is also decorated with cast iron lacework.
The northern portion of the building is a later single storey addition with a steep roof in the form
of a pioneer cottage.
The building is a timber framed structure with weatherboard cladding and timber joinery. A private
sale advertisement listed in 1904 described the dwelling as being “substantially built of Totara
and Red Pine”.2 The roof is clad with corrugated steel. Ornamentation on the dwelling’s façade is
also constructed of timber with cast iron lacework adorning the main and side entrances.
Architectural Influences – Domestic Gothic Revival Style
New Zealand’s use of Gothic Revival domestic architecture was largely influenced by America in
the mid-1800s. The style was adapted for construction in timber, as this was the most accessible
building material in New Zealand. The Gothic Revival style was prominent in Canterbury and is
seen today on large scale buildings such as churches. This style was pared down for domestic
use exhibiting specific characteristics including steeply pitched roofs, decorated barge boards and
finials.
Belgrove integrates these three key characteristics on its three original facades. The later northern
portion has been designed in a colonial cottage style although reference has been made to the
original design through a steeply pitched gable roof.
Modifications

1911
At this time alterations are carried out by Mr. William Scoon. It is unclear exactly what these
alterations entailed.

2002
The service wing at the northern/rear of house is replaced with a new single storey living, dining,
and kitchen wing. These works are carried out by Sheppard & Rout Architects.
Note that the western lean-to is likely to have been an addition, although there is no documentary
evidence as to when this might have occurred.

Lyttleton Times, Volume CXI, Issue 13429, 5 May 1904, P12
CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Comparative Analysis
The following section examines how Belgrove compares with other similar dwellings in Canterbury
and the wider context, for the purpose of establishing its relative significance and the geographic
extent to which its heritage values extend.
The most relevant point of comparison is one of historical association with early colonial properties
of New Zealand’s history. Other notable properties include the following:
Location
Rangiora

Description
Brooklands3
521 Rangiora Woodend Road,
Rangiora. Constructed around 1878,
this homestead was designed in the
domestic Gothic Revival style. Although
the architect is unknown, the style would
suggest it was either designed or
influenced by Benjamin Mountfort.
Brooklands is only a short distance
away from Bellgrove and like Bellgrove,
is set back from the road and
surrounded by farmland, with the area
immediately around the homestead
being well planted by trees.

Rangiora

Stratford Grove4
458 Rangiora Woodend Road,
Rangiora. Constructed circa 1880 this
Italianate villa was designed and
constructed by owner John Josling.
Stratford Grove is also only a short
distance away from Bellgrove and like
Bellgrove, is set back, but can be
glimpsed from the road. It is also
currently surrounded by farmland.

Image

Comment
The two houses above are both located within a short distance of Belgrove and the three together
constitute a small but impressive group of nineteenth century farmhouses. All three are positioned
back from the road and surrounded by groups of trees. Brooklands is concealed from the road
but glimpses can be had of the other two.
Two of the houses have domestic Gothic Revival origins, while the third has Classical influences
and all are constructed of timber. The three houses are substantial dwellings and demonstrate
the increasing prosperity of early pioneer families as they progressed from being settlers on the
land to wealthy landowners.

Waimakariri District Plan (HH012).
Waimakariri District Plan (HH086).
CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
In the following section, the significance of Belgrove is assessed, firstly of the elements of which
it is constructed and secondly the overall heritage values of the place are assessed and expressed
as a “Statement of Significance.” While the Statement of Significance sets out in general terms
the significance of the place, the assessment of individual elements provides the flexibility
necessary for the management of future change.
Levels of Significance
The levels of significance for elements and spaces are determined in accordance with the
following scale and are based on those set out in James Semple Kerr’s The Conservation Plan5.
The ratings take into account factors such as age, intactness and authenticity and will inform the
treatment to which the various spaces and elements set out in Section 4.2 are able to be
subjected.
Exceptional

These elements and spaces are of the greatest importance and interest and
make a fundamental and indispensable contribution to the overall
significance of a place. Their retention is considered essential.

Considerable

These elements and spaces are of great importance and interest and make
a substantial contribution to the overall significance of a place. Their
retention is considered very important and every effort should be made to
ensure their retention.

Moderate

These elements and spaces make a modest contribution to the overall
significance of the place. They should be retained where possible and
practicable.

Little

These elements and spaces make a minor contribution to the overall
significance of the place.

Elements and spaces which do not contribute to the heritage values of the place may be
categorised as follows:
Non-contributory These elements and spaces do not contribute to the overall significance of
the place but may serve a functional purpose which supports the use of the
place.
Intrusive

These elements and spaces obscure, impede, diminish or otherwise detract
from the overall significance of the place. They may also conceal fabric of
greater heritage value.

Kerr JS, The Conservation Plan: A Guide to the Preparation of Conservation Plans for Places of European Cultural Significance
(7th Edition revised), National Trust of Australia.
CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Significance of Elements
Item:
Description:

Setting
Belgrove occupies a small portion of the site, towards its southern end.
The main façade of the dwelling is the southern elevation which faces
towards Kippenberger Avenue. A ring of trees encircles the property
defining the approximate extent of the Setting surrounding the scheduled
item.

Overall Rating

Considerable Significance

Moderate
significance

Redwood tree & other
trees identified as being
significant by the
arborist.
Site layout, driveways,
grassed lawns and
trees of interest

Non contributory

Other plantings, farm
buildings

Item:
Description:

Roof
The roof of the original portion of Belgrove consists of a number of gables
clad in corrugated steel. On the eastern side is an open verandah with a
bullnosed roof while what is probably an addition on the western side has
a lean-to roof. The most recent addition on the northern side of the
building has a steeply pitched gable roof.

Overall Rating

Considerable Significance

Considerable
significance

Gabled roof forms
Bullnose roof
Original chimneys

Non contributory

Later gabled roof form
Later chimneys

Intrusive

Skylight
Western lean-to
structure

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Item:
Description:

South Elevation
This elevation is the main façade of the dwelling and has the greatest
significance. The façade has been largely retained in its original state.

Overall Rating

Considerable Significance

Considerable
significance

Finials
Sash windows
Cast iron lacework
Timber joinery
Bay windows and
cornices
Balustrading
Decorative barge
boards
Recessed porch
Concrete steps

Moderate
significance
Intrusive

Downpipes

Item:
Description:

East Elevation
This façade consists of both the original portion of the building and the
later 2002 addition.

Overall Rating

Considerable Significance

Considerable
significance

Finials
Sash windows
Timber joinery
Decorative barge
boards
Cladding
Porch columns, cast
iron lacework
Porch panelling

Moderate
significance

Concrete steps

Non contributory

Casement windows
Later cladding

Intrusive

Exterior lighting
Downpipes

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Item:
Description:

West Elevation
This façade consists of both the original portion of the building and the
later 2002 addition. A later lean-to has been constructed along the ground
floor of this elevation.

Overall Rating

Moderate Significance

Considerable
significance

Finials
Sash windows
Timber joinery
Decorative barge
boards
Cladding

Moderate
significance

Casement windows
Later cladding

Intrusive

Downpipes
Lean too structure

Item:
Description:
Overall Rating

North Elevation
This elevation consists entirely of an addition constructed in 2002.
Non Contributory

Non contributory

Verandah columns
Timber joinery
Deck area
Cladding

Assessment of Heritage Values
Belgrove is identified within both the WDP and PWDP as a Category II Heritage item. The
identified heritage values with the WDP are: A – Historic and Social, C – Architectural, D – Group
and Setting; and E – Landmark.
The PWDP identifies each the following heritage values: A – Historical and Social Significance, B
– Cultural and Spiritual Significance, C – Architectural and Aesthetic, D – Technological and
Craftsmanship Significance, E – Contextual Significance; and F – Archaeological and Scientific
Significance.
In the following section these heritage values are assessed.

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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A. Historic and social (PWDP and WDP): The heritage resource has value or significance
associated with a notable person, event, time period or activity. The item represents an important
reflection of the social patterns of its time.
The building has historical significance through its connection to several past families of Rangiora
including the Inch family, William Scoon, and the Hanmer brothers.
Belgrove is representative of the period following the era of initial early colonisation. By the time
Belgrove was built, the colonists had gained prosperity as they worked the fertile land on which
they had settled.
B. Cultural and spiritual (PWDP): The heritage resource contributes to the distinctive
characteristics of a way of life, philosophy, religion or other belief. A particular group or community
holds or has held the item in high esteem; this includes items of special significance to tangata
whenua.
This dwelling has cultural significance as it is able to demonstrate the distinctive characteristics
of the way of life of a farming family which had gained prosperity over the time they had resided
on the land.
C. Architectural and aesthetic (PWDP and WDP):
example of a particular style, period or designer.

The heritage resource is a significant

Belgrove has significant architectural and aesthetic values as an example of domestic Gothic
Revival architecture. This is particularly displayed in the use of decorative barge boards and
timber finials.
D. Group and Setting (PWDP): The heritage resource has a degree of unity in terms of scale,
space, structure, form, materials, texture and colour in relationship to its setting or surrounding
buildings.
The homestead has a strong relationship to its setting including the mown grassed areas
immediately around the building and the distinctive ring of mature trees that surrounds it. It also
one of a small group of homesteads in the locality, along with Brooklands and Stratford Grove.
All three homesteads are located in rural settings and are listed in the PWDP.
E. Landmark (PWDP): The heritage resource is an important landscape feature of a particular
area and in the community consciousness.
Belgrove is a local landmark located at the eastern edge of Rangiora. The trees surrounding the
homestead and particularly the Redwood also contribute to the landmark values of the place.
F. Archaeological and scientific (PWDP): The heritage resource provides important
archaeological information and physical evidence of pre-1900 human activities.
As the homestead was constructed prior to 1900, the building and site are likely to have
archaeological significance relating to colonial development and use of the property.
G. Technological and craftsmanship (PWDP): The heritage resource incorporates materials,
finishes and/or construction methods which were innovative for the period or are of noteworthy
quality.
CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Belgrove demonstrates technological and craftsmanship through the integration of decorative
elements into the dwelling’s façades. The building is constructed largely of timber including native
resources of Totara and Rimu.
Statement of Significance
The dwelling at 52 Kippenberger Avenue, otherwise known as Belgrove, is of historical
significance to both Rangiora and the surrounding Canterbury region.
The cultural and social significance of the dwelling is expressed primarily in that it is able to
demonstrate how early colonial families settled and became established in the area.
Architecturally, the building is significant as a good example of a domestic Gothic Revival styled
building. Technological and craftsmanship significance is demonstrated through the integration of
local materials and decoration within a Gothic Revival styled building constructed from native
timbers including Totara and Rimu.
Within the context of Rangiora, the building’s setting comprising the house itself, the surrounding
ring of vegetation and other plantings and open areas of mown grass in a rural landscape
contributes to its landmark qualities.
Overall Belgrove and its heritage setting are assessed as having considerable significance
through its historical and social, cultural, architectural and aesthetic, group and setting, landmark,
archaeological and scientific and technological and craftsmanship values.

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK
Subdivision and Residential Development
Work in the vicinity of Belgrove will involve the construction of a new residential subdivision which
will include a roading network landscaping and all services required for a typical subdivision.
There are no works proposed for the heritage item itself, being Belgrove. However, significant
works will be undertaken in the vicinity of the homestead and also within the Heritage Setting
associated with the design and construction of the proposed residential subdivision as anticipated
by the PWDP. The proposed works will result in modification of the Heritage Setting which will
have an impact on the heritage values of the scheduled item. The proposed works will include
the following:
A separate lot will be created for the historic homestead (proposed Lot 1400) and a new driveway
will be provided to access the property. Lot 1400 will be a large lot (approximately 2950m²) in size
and the proposed adjacent residential lots to the south are set back a minimum of 17m from the
southern elevation of the homestead. In an earlier subdivision plan, there were three lots to the
south of the homestead with a distance from the homestead to the boundary of 10 metres. This
distance was increased to 17 metres by removing one of the lots and rotating the other two lots
through 90 degrees to provide additional space to the south of the homestead, being the primary
elevation.

Proposed subdivision surrounding Belgrove in the centre of the drawing. . Source: Aurecon.

The proposed development surrounding Belgrove is detailed in drawings prepared by Aurecon
seen in Appendix A. The proposed landscape drawings prepared by Rough & Milne Landscape
Architects are included in Appendix B.

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Groundworks
Bulk earthworks are required to prepare the area for the development and servicing, land
remediation realignment of the Cam/Ruataniwha River, and to ensure appropriate site levels for
building platforms. A maximum fill depth of 3m and a maximum cut depth of 3m is proposed. The
deeper cut depths are concentrated around the establishment of the stormwater basins and
realigned Cam/Ruataniwha River
Earthworks will also be required in the vicinity of the historic Belgrove Homestead (proposed Lot
1400), however, these have been designed, to minimise ground disturbance.
The proposed road and the realigned Cam/Ruataniwha River bank levels in vicinity of the
homestead have been designed to match the existing levels of the lawn at the boundary of Lot
1400. The earthworks proposed within Lot 1400 follow a recommendation from the contamination
investigation to remove the topsoil within this lot given the lead contamination found in the
surrounding area (associated with lead-based paint being used on the historic homestead).
The proposed works within Lot 1400 will require the removal of 300mm of topsoil, disposal of the
contaminated land and replacement with new soil and re-grassing to the existing site levels. The
topsoil stripping will be set back a minimum of 500mm from the Homestead itself. If required, a
hand dig closer to the building can be carried out if the soil is found to contain contaminates in
this location.
As part of the works to form the subdivision, existing farm buildings and the garage to the east of
the homestead will all be removed. Existing internal roads and driveways will also be removed.
Additional earthworks in the vicinity of the homestead will include those associated with
connecting the homestead to the new infrastructure (power, phone, wastewater, water, and
stormwater). These will connect to the new network via a new driveway to Lot 1400 from Road 3.
Tree Removal and Replacement
A number of trees in the vicinity of the homestead will be removed, including the substantial
Redwood tree and other mature trees to enable the subdivision to be created.

Landscape plan by
Rough & Milne
showing trees to
be retained and
replacement trees

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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Other trees in the vicinity of the homestead will need to be removed to enable lead contaminated
soil to be removed. Two existing trees, namely an Elm and a Cordyline Australis, will be retained
and new trees will be planted around the homestead to reflect the existing ring of trees. The
intention is that new trees will be of a similar species to those that have to be removed and they
will be grouped around the house in a manner suggestive of the layout in the existing heritage
setting.
Lastly, the trees that follow the line of the Cam/Ruataniwha River will also need to be removed as
part of the works to realign the Cam/Ruataniwha River to allow additional stormwater to enter into
the Cam/Ruataniwha River to prevent flooding across the site in storm events and for consistency
in the shape and size of the Cam/Ruataniwha River to enable a suitable subdivision layout.
Fences and Gateposts
New fences will be provided throughout the subdivision and around the boundaries of Lot 1400.
These will include 1.2m high post and rail fences along the boundary between the Cam River and
the Homestead lot and along the boundary between the Homestead lot and Road 2. It is also
proposed to relocate the existing gate posts from the present driveway to the new entrance to the
Homestead lot. Elsewhere, 1.8m solid timber fences will be installed.

CSF-126120-1-1204-V1
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ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT ON HERITAGE VALUES
The proposed development envelopes the dwelling in question and proposes alterations to the
immediate setting surrounding Belgrove. The assessment of heritage impact will be restricted to
those alterations within the Extent of Place.
The table below summarises the proposed works within the Extent of Place and their assessed
impact on the heritage values of Belgrove.
Description of
work

Impact on heritage
item

Impact on heritage
values

Potential Mitigation

Construction of a
residential
development
surrounding the
dwelling.

The construction of the
residential subdivision
will not directly impact
on Belgrove as the
scheduled item. The
work will, however,
have some impact on
the Heritage Setting
with at least four of the
proposed lots being
partly within the setting
(as geographically
defined by the heritage
area overlay in the
_PWDP).

A setback has been
provided from all faces of
the dwelling including a
setback of 17 metres from
the south elevation, being
the principal elevation and
the one most visible from
Kippenberger Avenue. The
two lots to the south will
have 3 metre rear yards
meaning any houses will
be no closer than 20
metres from the
homestead. The new
houses will still be located
within the heritage setting,
however, it is considered
that the impact of the
development on the
heritage values of Belgrove
will be minor.

A condition will be added
to the title of the two lots
to the south of the
homestead that houses
on the properties shall
only be single storeyed
and have a height no
more than 7 metres
above the ground.

Undertaking of
earthworks in
close proximity of
the homestead
including removal
of contaminated
soil and
replacement with
new.

The work is necessary
to remove soil
contaminated by lead
arising from repainting
of the homestead over
the years. The
earthworks will not
directly impact on the
homestead but will be
within the Heritage
Setting.

The earthworks will not
directly impact on the
heritage item but will have
a minor impact on the
Heritage Setting as they
will require the removal of
original topsoil.

Removal of a
number of mature
trees that
contribute to the
character of the of
the place,
including a
substantial
Redwood.

The work will not
impact directly on
Belgrove as the
scheduled item as the
work will not involve
changes to the
building. The removal
of the trees will,
however, impact on the
Heritage Setting as the
trees contribute to the
character of the
setting.
The work will not
involve removal of any
notable trees as none
of the trees is

The Heritage Setting
contributes to the heritage
values of the homestead.
The removal of many of the
trees within the Heritage
Setting will have a negative
impact on the heritage
values of the place as the
character of the Heritage
Setting will be substantially
altered.

Any impact on the
Heritage Setting will be
mitigated by the provision
of new topsoil brought up
to original levels.
The possibility of
unintentional damage to
the homestead will be
reduced by the use of
hand tools where work is
being undertaken in
close proximity.
Consideration should be
given to retaining as
many of the trees as
possible, and particularly
those within the Heritage
Setting. The impact
caused by the loss of the
trees would be partly
mitigated if the ring of
tress around the
homestead could be
recreated. Greater
emphasis could also be
given to strengthening
the relationship of
Belgrove to the
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individually scheduled
trees as no trees are
scheduled in either
the WDP or PWDP.

Cam/Ruataniwha River
to the north.

Removal of
infrastructure
including
driveways and
farm buildings.

The driveways and
farm buildings within
the Heritage Setting
are considered to have
only moderate or no
significance.

As the driveways and
buildings have moderate or
no significance, there
removal will have a less
than minor impact on
heritage values of the
place.

Any impact on heritage
values could be mitigated
if consideration is given
to reflecting existing
driveway layouts when
new driveways are
constructed.

Fencing
constructed
surrounding the
dwelling.

This work will have no
direct impact on
Belgrove but may have
a minor impact on the
Heritage Setting.

This work may have a
minor impact on the
heritage values of the place
as it may alter the visibility
of, and views to and from,
the dwelling.

Alteration of the
entrance driveway
from its present
location to access
the new roading
layout.

This work will have no
direct impact on
Belgrove but may have
a minor impact on the
Heritage Setting.

The repositioning of the
driveway will have only a
minor impact on heritage
values with the majority of
the paved areas around the
house being able to be
retained in their present
configuration.

Consideration should be
given to the provision of
suitable low fencing
along what will become
the road boundary of
Belgrove. Traditional
fencing styles such as
post and rail or board
fences would be
appropriate.
Any impact on the
Heritage Setting could be
mitigated by retaining the
existing layout of
driveways and other
sealed areas as far as
possible.
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DISTRICT PLAN CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction
The WDP is currently subject to review with the PWDP recently notified. Submissions close on
the PWDP 26 November 2021 but the rules relating to heritage have immediate legal effect. Until
such time as the proposed plan becomes operative following the hearings, applications for
resource consent are required to be assessed under both Plans.
Operative Waimakariri District Plan
Belgrove is identified in the WDP as heritage resource H049. A heritage resource is defined under
the plan as “any building, object, place or area included in Appendix 28.1 of this Plan.” Below is
a snip of the heritage overlay of the WDP demonstrating that the location of the heritage resource
is attached to the allotment, as opposed to the location of the heritage resource itself.

WDP 'H049' Heritage Resource Overlay Location
Extract of Appendix 28.1 of the WDP

Site No. Site Address

Site Name Legal Description

H049

Belgrove

52 Kippenberger
Avenue, Rangiora

Lot 2 DP 24808
Part Lot 2 9976 also
Part RS 267
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Proposed Waimakariri District Plan
WDC notified the PWDP 18 September 2021, with public submissions open until 26 November
2021. Section 86(b) of the RMA outlines that a rule in a proposed plan has immediate legal effect
if the rule protects historic heritage and as a result the rules relating to Belgrove Homestead have
legal effect.
HH-SCHED2 ‘Historic Heritage Items’ identifies the schedule of historic heritage items in the
PWDP. ‘Belgrove’ farmhouse (HH052) is identified as a significant heritage item with the
description of the item being ‘building’ (Table 1).
Extract of Historic Heritage Item Schedule HH-SCHED2 of the PWDP

Heritage Name
Address
Legal
Item
Description
ID
HH052
‘Belgrove’ 52 Kippenberger Part RS 267
farmhouse Avenue, Rangiora

Description
of Item
Building

Category

HNZPT Category & List
number

B = Significant HNZPT historic place
category 2, list # 1821

According to Policy HH-P2 of the PWDP, Category II buildings must
a. meet at least one of the criteria of HH-P1 at a Significant or Highly Significant level and:
b. be of district significance, as it conveys aspects of history or development, and thereby
contributes to the sense of identity; and
c. be of district significance, as it conveys aspects of history or development, and thereby
contributes to the sense of identity.

Proposed Waimakariri
District Plan Aerial Map
showing extent of 52
Kippenberger Avenue site
with Belgrove Heritage Area
and Item highlighted.
Source: Adapted from
Proposed Waimakariri
District Plan.

The related Historic Heritage Item Record Form (HH052) describes Bellgrove as a
“two-storey dwelling with irregular footprint and gabled roof forms. Principal south facing
elevation has symmetrical composition with recessed entry and balcony above between
gabled bays with bay windows.”
The text relating to the setting notes:
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The dwelling stands on the north side of Kippenberger Avenue, west of its intersection
with Golf Links Road and east of the Rangiora town centre. The building is set well back
from the road boundary but can be glimpsed from the public domain. The extent of
scheduling is limited to the garden setting of the house, rather than the land parcel as a
whole.
The image below has been adapted from that shown in the Historic Heritage Item Record Form
with the purple circle indicating the extent of the Heritage Setting. The circle encircles the
farmhouse and is shown out from it at a distance of approximately 35 metres.
As previously described, there is a Heritage Setting associated with Belgrove identified as an
overlay the PWDP as indicated by the circle in the image below. Within the circle is the homestead
itself, a garage to the east and some sections of access roads and driveways. Also, within the
circle are grassed areas immediately surrounding the farmhouse and some plantings.
The circle, referred to as a “garden setting” in the Historic Heritage Item Record Form appears to
have been placed somewhat arbitrarily, being effectively limited to the immediate open area
around the house and either passing through, or excluding, the majority of trees. It remains
unclear as to whether the “garden setting” is intended to refer primarily to the open area around
the house or whether it is intended to also include some of the trees. The circle also does not
acknowledge the relative importance of different sections of the farmhouse with it being an equal
distance from the principal elevation and the later addition to the north.

Proposed Waimakariri District Plan Aerial Map showing Belgrove located within the blue square as a
Heritage Item. There is an associated Heritage Setting indicated by the purple circle. Setting. Source:
Adapted from Proposed Waimakariri District Plan
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Anticipated Residential Development
Development of the wider area around Belgrove (North East Rangiora) is anticipated by the higher
order planning documents of Canterbury and under the PWDP the site is located within one of
four development areas in the Waimakariri District (the ‘North East Rangiora Development Area’)
identified as being suitable for future urban development. Provisions in the pWDP enable the
transition from the underlying Rural Lifestyle Zone to residential development, to address a
shortage of land available in existing residential zoned areas.
The proposed outlined development plan for North East Rangiora shows that the area
immediately around the homestead should be developed as medium density housing.

North East Rangiora Development Area B notified in the PWDP
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ASSESSMENT OF DISTRICT PLAN PROVISIONS
Belgrove at 52 Kippenberger Avenue is scheduled within both the WDP and the PWDP as a
Category II historic building. The WDP makes mention only of the homestead, while the PWDP
includes a Heritage Setting.
Both the WDP and PWDP have legal effect regarding heritage provisions and consequently both
plans were reviewed for this report to ensure continuity of provisions.
Operative Waimakariri District Plan
Chapter 28 – Heritage Rules
Rule 28.2.2 - Except where provided for by Rules 32.3 or 32.4, subdivision of land involving a site
where a heritage resource listed in Appendix 28.1 is located is a discretionary activity (restricted).
The matters of discretion for Rule 28.2.2 are assessed below
a. effects on the heritage values and heritage fabric of the heritage resource as identified in
Appendix 28.1;
The heritage fabric of the homestead will not be directly impacted by the proposed works and
therefore its heritage values will not be affected.
b. design or appearance of the listed heritage resource;
Neither the design nor the appearance of Belgrove is to be altered by the proposed residential
development.
c. the immediate or cumulative effects of the demolition, alteration or removal of the listed
resource on the range, number, and quality of heritage resources in the vicinity, and the District
as a whole;
No part of the heritage item itself, the Belgrove homestead, with be demolished, altered or
removed. There will therefore be no impact on other heritage resources in the vicinity.
d. the impact on the District’s heritage values and significance of the demolition, alteration,
addition to, or removal of the listed resource, with regard to the reasons for listing, and in
particular the historic/social, cultural/spiritual, and architectural/technological criteria of Policy
9.1.1.1;
As noted, the building will not be demolished, altered or added to. In terms of the criteria, its
historical and cultural values will not change, nor will its architectural and technological values.
Part of the dwelling’s criteria for listing within the Operative Waimakariri District Plan is D – Group
and Setting as well as E – Landmark. The setting and the landmark qualities of the place will
be impacted by the removal of the trees which are very much part of the setting. Distant views
of the homestead, particularly from Kippenberger Avenue will also be affected by the removal
and also by the construction of new houses in the subdivision, some of which may be two
storeyed.
A potential positive effect of the proposed development with the corresponding increased
population density may result in a greater awareness and appreciation of the historic building
with the homestead being able to be viewed close up from the esplanade reserve and the shared
path and the surrounding streets.
e. the extent to which any heritage resource will be conserved as a consequence of additions
to, or alterations of listed resources, including the nature of the work proposed and the type of
materials;
The heritage resource will be retained in its entirety.
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f. whether proposed additions or alterations will retain the integrity of the heritage resource’s
original design;
No additions or alterations are being made to the heritage resource.
g. whether an alteration is compatible with the heritage resource’s original form – in some cases
a visual distinction between old and new work may be appropriate;
Not applicable
h. whether recognised heritage research and conservation advice has been obtained;
Extensive research has been undertaken to determine the history of the place and this can be
found in the archaeological assessment prepared for the property. Some research has also
been undertaken to the determine the likely provenance of the various trees surrounding the
homestead with a view to some of them being retained, if possible.
i. whether the retention of the heritage features or form of the listed structure, place, or object
causes significant additional costs, or reduction in its range of likely uses;
The retention of the homestead has resulted in a significantly larger lot being set aside for it
which could otherwise have been subdivided into a number of additional lots. This represents
a loss of income to the development.
j. whether the property has a heritage covenant and the matters covered by that covenant;
Not applicable
k. the extent to which subdivision of the land is likely to adversely affect the values for which the
resource was listed;
As noted, the values for which Belgrove was scheduled include its setting and landmark
qualities. These values will both be impacted by the proposed subdivision and particularly by
the potential proximity of new houses to its principal façade.
l. whether relocation is;
i.
ii.

is the only means of saving the heritage resource, or
provides continuity of site association related to the heritage values of the heritage
resource;

Not applicable
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Proposed Waimakariri District Plan
Part 2 – District Wide Matters
SUB-R7: Subdivision of a site containing a historic heritage item or heritage setting, or notable
tree. The matters of discretion for SUB-R7 are assessed below.
1. Any effect on historic heritage and on any associated heritage setting.
Homestead: The historic heritage item, being the Bellgrove homestead, will not be directly
affected by the proposed works.
Setting: The proposed works will have an impact on the heritage values of the place due to
changes to its immediate setting. The removal of many of the surrounding trees will result in a
substantially different environment for the homestead as these currently contribute to the
character of the place. The proximity of the proposed residential lots and the subsequent
dwellings, particularly to the principal southern façade of Belgrove, could potentially also impact
negatively on heritage values of the place. This would be exacerbated if two storeyed dwellings
were to be constructed in close proximity to the homestead.
Following the involvement of DPA Architects as heritage consultants changes were made to the
proposed subdivision plans to reduce any negative impacts arising from the subdivision. These
included an increase in the extent of open space around the homestead, retention of some of
the existing trees and the provision of new trees to replace those that will be lost. Controls are
also proposed that will mitigate the impact of new dwellings in the vicinity of the homestead, see
5. below.
2. The extent that HNZPT has been consulted and the outcome of that consultation.
Initial consultation has been commenced with HNZPT and is ongoing prior to lodgement of the
application with the EPA.
3. The extent that the site has cultural or spiritual significance to mana whenua and the
outcome of any consultation undertaken with Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga.
The Cam/Ruataniwha River and the Northern Flow Channel have both been identified as Ngā
Wai (Sites and Areas of Significance to Māori) - SASM024 (Cam/Ruataniwha) and SASM025
(Rakahuri) in the recently notified PWDP. Consultation is underway with mana whenua via MKT
and this will be ongoing prior to lodgement of the application with the EPA.
4. Opportunities to enhance the physical condition of the historic heritage and its heritage
values.
No remedial works to the historic heritage item have been proposed.
5. Any mitigation measures are proposed to be implemented to protect the historic heritage.
Mitigation measures have been implemented on an amended subdivision layout to reduce the
impact of the subdivision on the heritage values of the homestead and its heritage setting.
These have included an increase in the mown grassed areas retained around the homestead
as well as an increase in the distance between the homestead and any new dwellings on the
lots to the south of the homestead following the removal of one of the lots and the reconfiguration
of the remaining two. Controls will be put in place to ensure that the new dwellings closest to
the homestead are limited to being single storeyed with a height limit of five metres to also partly
mitigate the impact of the subdivision on the heritage values of the place.
Other proposed changes to protect historic heritage include the retention of two of the existing
trees and the placement of new trees around the homestead to reflect the ring of trees that
currently exists. The final design of the heritage lot will also consider the pattern of the existing
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layouts of paths and driveways on the homestead lot with a view to reflecting the existing layout
in any new designs.
6. The extent to which the subdivision layout and design provides for the protection of any
notable tree or trees.
None of the trees impacted by the proposed subdivision have been designated as notable trees
in either the WDP or the PWDP.
7. Any effect on a notable tree as a result of the subdivision or building platform, and whether
alternative methods or subdivision design are available to retain or protect the tree.
Not applicable.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The historic homestead known as Bellgrove or Belgrove, located at 52 Kippenberger Avenue in
Rangiora is scheduled in both the WDC and the PWDP schedule of Heritage Resources as a
Category II Heritage Resource. In the PWDP, the homestead has an associated Heritage Setting.
The building is also listed with Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (#1821).
The building was originally constructed in 1880 and comprises a timber structure over two levels
designed in a domestic Gothic Revival style. The building has undergone some alterations since
it was constructed, including the construction of a cottage style addition at the rear of the building.
The current proposal entails the construction of a residential subdivision which would extend
around the homestead. The proposal includes no changes to the building itself but will involve
changes to the setting.
The impact of the proposal was evaluated in terms of Section 28.1 of the Operative Waimakariri
District Plan and the impact of the changes on the heritage item and the Heritage Setting was
also assessed under SUB-R7 of the Proposed Waimakariri District Plan.
While there is a need to make additional land available for housing and development on this site
is anticipated by the PWDP, the proposed subdivision will unquestionably impact the homestead
and its Heritage Setting.
In particular, while none of the trees surrounding Belgrove are protected under either the operative
or proposed district plans, the loss of the Redwood which appears to be located at least partly
within the Heritage Setting will impact on the heritage values of the place.
The original subdivision layout had three lots to the south of the homestead which is its principal
facade. The close proximity of any dwellings that could subsequently be erected on these lots
could potentially negatively impact on the overall heritage values of the place, to the point where
the impact may be more than minor.
Following the involvement of DPA Architects as heritage consultants measures were put in place
to reduce the negative impacts. Firstly, the layout of the lots to the south of the homestead was
amended to delete one of the lots and the other two were rotated through 90 degrees. These lots
will also have a set back from the boundary of three metres. This will have the effect of potentially
increasing the distance between the homestead and dwellings to the south from around 14 metres
to 20 metres. Dwellings on these lots will also be restricted to a height of five metres, effectively
making them only single storeyed.
Design guidelines will also be instigated which will include a requirement that new dwellings in
close proximity to the homestead be limited to a height of five metres, effectively restricting them
to being single storeyed, and be otherwise sympathetic in terms of colour, scale and materials
used.
Other mitigation measures include the retention of two of the existing trees that contribute to the
character of the place and the provision of new trees in the vicinity of the homestead to replace
the ring of trees that will be removed. There will also be increased connectivity of the waterway
to the north of Belgrove with open post and rail type fencing separating the homestead from the
esplanade reserve. A similar fence along the western boundary will open up public views of the
homestead.
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Potential positive aspects of the proposed subdivision therefore will include the raising of the
profile of the homestead as a result of greater visibility of the building from the internal roads and
footpaths and cycleways which may also encourage the use of the building for community or
hospitality purposes. Interpretative signage should also be provided to enable people to
understand the history and significance of the homestead.
There will clearly be some negative heritage impacts on the heritage values of the homestead
arising from the proposed subdivision, as well as some positive impacts. Measures are also
proposed in an effort to mitigate the negative impacts. As a result, it is considered that, overall,
the impacts of the subdivision on the heritage values of the homestead and its heritage setting
will be minor.
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APPENDIX A Aurecon Group – Concept Proposed Subdivision Plan
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APPENDIX B –
Rough & Milne Landscape Architects – Preliminary Landscape Concept for Esplanade
Reserves and Homestead Boundary Interfaces
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